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In the 6th Form at school I had a TV. Not a fancy one, but having a TV at boarding school in the 

1980s was a bit of a thing. I had inherited a TV from my great aunt. I don’t mean that Auntie Betty 

had specifically left the TV to me in her will. It had come to my Dad when her chattels were sorted, 

and because it was black and white, and we had a TV at home already, I got to take it to school. It 

was one of those old TVs with a dial which you turned to tune into the station you wanted to 

watch. So from a time before pre-set buttons or remote control. Like those old radios with a dial 

for tuning. There was an art to tuning this TV. Turning the dial, you had to endure lots of static and 

grainy image, until there, just at that point an image would appear. Turn the dial just a little more and 

all was static and grainy again. Tricky the first time, but with practice you got to know where the 

sweet spot was. 

  

At this point young people, choristers and others, are thinking “how old is this person and what 

prehistoric time is he talking about?” It’s a time long past: BiP. Before iPhones. Or Before iPlayer. 

Before internet protocols. 

  

My Great Aunt would be amazed by our gadgets today. But she would be familiar with the static, the 

noise of our lives. As a Christian, she was familiar with the need to tune into God, to cut through 

the noise and static in order to connect with God’s presence. She knew that much of the noise that 

clouds our awareness of God, much of the noise comes from within us. Our minds whirr constantly. 

Our feelings rise and fall, often sweeping us away. God is always present. It’s our attention that 

varies. 

  

Our thoughts and feelings, so central to our lives, so dominant in our experience, our thoughts and 

feelings are unreliable. I’ve told before the story of the monk and the samurai. A big, tough Samurai 

once went to see a little monk. “Monk,” he demanded, “teach me about heaven and hell!” The monk 

looked up at the mighty warrior and replied, “Teach you about heaven and hell?  I couldn’t teach you 

about anything.  You’re dirty.  You smell.  Your blade is rusty.  You’re a disgrace to the samrai 

class.  Get out of my sight.” The samurai was furious. He shook with rage and his face turned bright 

red. He pulled out his sword and was about to slay the monk. “That is hell,” the monk said softly.  

The samurai lowered his sword slowly, overwhelmed that this little monk had risked his life to teach 

him, to show him hell. He was filled with gratitude and suddenly peaceful. “And that is heaven,” said 

the monk softly. 

  

God is always present, only my attention varies. It’s not about getting rid of our thoughts and 

feelings. How could that happen?! It’s about how we relate to our thoughts and feelings. Learning 

how to observe their constant flux. Practising how to notice when we are daydreaming or when we 

are fantasising, and bringing our attention back to the present. Here I am. 

  

God is the reality beyond our thoughts, beyond our feelings, beyond our senses. That is not to say 

that we can’t apprehend God through our thoughts and feelings and senses. But God is awareness 

and through awareness we can be with God, in God. Here I am. Here is God. 

  

Our readings this morning are overwhelming. We have Isaiah’s vision of God in the temple. A bit 

from the Letter to the Romans which would take some unpacking. And the long, complex passage 

from John’s Gospel, Jesus talking with Nicodemus. They are chosen for today because they each 

allude to the Trinity. Romans and John each refer to Father, Son and Spirit, but neither are 



declarations of the Trinity as we know it. Our Creed wasn’t finalised until long after, several 

centuries after Romans and later John were written. 

  

So what is a preacher to do? Did you notice the end of the Isaiah reading?  After the dramatic 

imagery, the seraphs, the smoke, the hot coal, “Then I heard the voice of the Lord saying, ‘Whom 

shall I send, and who will go for us?’ And I said, ‘Here am I; send me!” “Here I am” is a pearl of great 

price that appears repeatedly in the Bible. God calls to Moses from the burning bush and Moses 

replies “Here I am”. God calls to Samuel when he is a boy in the temple and Samuel replies “Here I 

am”. The Angel Gabriel appears to Mary and she says “Here am I”. God is calling to us all the time, 

each moment. And each moment we can respond “Here I am”. At any point in the day, wherever 

you are, whoever you are with, whatever you are doing, you can say “Here I am”. And in an instant 

you are aware of God again. Taking a breath at the same time can help. Or is it just noticing that we 

are breathing? It’s like a pre-set on your TV or radio. Your mind has wandered or your feelings have 

exploded. When you notice, you can smile, notice your breath and say “Here I am”. Here.  Not 

anywhere else. Not in the past. Not in the future. Here. Where God is. 

  

Many of you know my children were born in Hong Kong. The eldest, Sam, now 18, talks about 

getting a tattoo on his foot: “Made in China”. We are all made in God’s image – so in the image of 

the Trinity. What is the maker’s mark for the Trinity? Perhaps it’s three letters “I A M”. God the 

source of life, existence itself, says to Moses “I am what I am”. Jesus, God incarnate, teaches “I am 

the Good Shepherd. I am the Bread of Life.” The Spirit, God in all things, proclaims “I am here. All is 

sacred.” 

  

Notice your breathing now. And three times, say to yourself “Here I am”. 
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